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A

SHUDDERING e x p l o s i o n
shook Texas City. Then another,
and another—until 600 people
were killed and half the town was
in ruins.
That was almost a year ago, you
remember. Today Texas City is
back on its feet. And the 50 million dollars' insurance loss—the
greatest in all U. S. history, save
that of the 1906 'quake and fire at
San Francisco—has been settled.
If you wonder how that was done,
look to the General Adjustment
Bureau, Inc.
It is a cooperative agency of
stock fire-insurance companies,
with more than 1,100 experienced
adjusters and 222 branch offices
from coast to coast. Normally its
work is run-of-the-mill, but when
comes a major catastrophe, it
swings into action, full force. And
the National Board of Fire Underwriters* may cooperate under its
own catastrophe plan by setting
up an office to help all persons
concerned.
Let's look back at that Texas
tragedy and see how the General
Adjustment Bureau worked in
that trial-by-fire case.
Two hours after the initial blast
the first out-of-town adjusters had
flown in and were waiting for
Texas Rangers to let them into
the stricken area. Meanwhile,
some' 35 others in offices, as far
distant as New York, were taxiing
to airports.
The wheels were also humming
in the regional office
ts V O C A T I O N A L - in Dallas. At that
moment its chief ca11 tastrophe man hapi j§ pened to be 750 miles
away working on a
4-million-dollar tornado in Oklahoma—but the pre-set machinery
shifted right into gear. Filing
cabinets, typewriters, adding ma*See Less Work for the Fire Trucks, by
Stanley S. Jacobs, T H E ROTARIAX,'September, 1947.

chines, knocked-down tables and
shelving, countless blank forms
and office supplies—all kept in
storage for such emergencies—•
were being crated for shipment to
Texas City. Calls were going out
to strategic offices for crack clerical workers, girls with long training in this high-pressure stuff,
who would form the backbone of
whatever staff might have to be
recruited locally.
Based on early estimates of the
damage, plus the knowledge of
how much insurance coverage exists in a given locality, these field
marshals know just about how
much equipment will be needed
for a given job. They guessed 70
filing cabinet drawers for a San
Antonio hailstorm and hit the nail
right on the head!
The Texas City problem was
not, however, how much physical
equipment to take, but rather how
to house the multiplicity of expert
personnel required: specialists in
oil, railroad, chemical, marine,
mercantile, grain, and other industrial properties, plus the usual run
of residential men. So while the
Dallas office was packing up, the
first staff men on deck in Galveston, the nearest possible operating
base, were already battling for
rooms in the convention-packed
hotels for their co-workers still
en route. And struggling, at the
same time, to rent local office
space and automobiles for quick
transportation of the force.
Meanwhile, negotiations had begun for office space in the stricken
area in Texas City, in a location
most convenient to the greatest
number of insureds. This is never
easy. In one recent emergency
the adjusters had to set up shop
in the local YWCA, in another, in
a hotel ballroom. In Texas City,
h o w e v e r , t h e y g o t a break: a
liquor dealer whose entire stock
of bottled goods had been smashed

to smithereens cleaned up the
mess and volunteered the use of
his premises. Boarding up the
gaping show windows, they
moved in.
The next step is to arrange for.
special telephone facilities, then
to engage a postal clerk to zone
the c o m m u n i t y on r e a l - e s t a t e
maps so that each adjuster can
confine his efforts to one zone and
save steps. A r r a n g e m e n t s for
quick service are made with contractors, lumber yards, etc. Reconstruction schedules are prepared for the guidance of adjusters unfamiliar with local costs.

TrllS

last item doesn't sound
very formidable, but it is just one
of a million details that take time.
Texas City's schedule, for example, included 139 items. Typical
is a $33.33 estimate for replacing
a standard-sized door, including
door, frame and stops, molded casing, locks and butts, labor and two
coats of paint. And plenty of people were interested in this single
item since countless thousands of
doors and windows were wrecked
in the residential area which suffered the least damage.
Up to this point everything had
been groundwork, but when posters went up all over the city telling damage claimants what to do
and where to go, they were still
so stunned from their harrowing
experiences that three more days
elapsed before the first claims
came in. Four days later the
checks {or those claims were coming back in the mail!
The completed cycle from claim
to check, of course, involves much
more than merely filling out a
form. A mere $1,000 loss on a
dwelling requires one adjuster's
time for a day to a day and a half
—and an 18-hour day is standard
fare in these emergencies.
A house that is just a pile of

Some 180 square blocks of the city
looked like this after the blasts. Commented one veteran claim adjuster: "I
don't believe it even when I see it."

secondhand lumber stacked up in
the cellar hole is a cinch: it's a
total loss, and that's that. But
here are the preliminary notes
one adjuster made on a visit to
one of the 3,000 damaged dwellings:

Front door smashed in and frame
split; overhead garage door broken
clear and fittings ruined; archway in
house vestibule badly cracked; Venetian blinds destroyed; all windows
gone and frames blown into rooms;
wallpaper, ceilings, and furniture in
all rooms lacerated by flying glass; interior doors shattered and stairway
cracked; wallpaper ripped off in many
rooms; flying debris punctured roof in
eight places; front lawn looks as if it
had been under an artillery barrage.

Obviously, such t h i n g s take
time to calculate—but what about
the hidden damage which isn't
so apparent to the naked eye? In
one house I visited, four or five
windows were blown in. Yet the
total damage there ran to many
times the price of this because the
casing of the piano was riddled
with flying glass splinters and
over half of the wires in the instrument had been snapped. Another house, which seemed unscathed at first glance, was moved
ten inches off its foundations.
More than 500 dwellings that
withstood the blast had to be condemned as unsafe. Cracked chim-

Items That Eluded the Headlines

IT WAS the explosion of a
burning, nitrate-laden freighter,
you recall, that set off the Texas
City disaster. At that instant—
9:12 A.M. on April 16, 1947—a man
named H. J. Mikeska was pacing
the dock beside the ship. President
of the Terminal Railway, he'd been
fighting for tug boats to tow it to
sea. That was the last anyone ever
saw of ' 'Mike" Mikeska . . . Praise
of Rotarian Mike's heroism and
recollections of his year as Club
President filled the meeting of the
Texas City Rotary Club the next
Tuesday.
AND WHAT a meeting
that was! By that day most of the
60 members were able and anxious
to meet. So they showed up at the
Lucas Cafe at 12:15 as usual. Under its caved-in roof, they took
stock of their town's terrible losses.
H. K. ("Griz") Eckert could not
be there. General manager of the
ruined, 19-million-dollar Monsanto
Chemical plant, he'd suffered a skull
fracture, but was doing well. First
time he'd missed a Rotary meeting
in five years!
W. H. SANDBERG, vicepresident of Mike's company, WAS
on hand . . . but it remained for
fellow Rotarians to tell how

"Swede" was in the thick of things
throughout the danger period, how
he had ordered the freighter '' High
Flyer'' abandoned minutes before
it, too, blew up—and so saved
countless lives.
WHAT DOES a big company think of first at a time like
this? Take Monsanto, a heavy
loser. Immediately it ordered $1,000
tide-over payments to widows of
employee victims . . . set up a
$500,000 relief fund for employees'
families . . . volunteered to pay
funeral and hospital expenses not
covered by employees' policies . . .
to move widows and children "back
home" . . . to emergency-repair
employees' homes . . . to pay difference between workmen's compensation and full salaries for the
injured . . . to pay the uninjured
full wages through the pay-roll
period and, after that, to "take
care of all who can't take care of
themselves.'' These and other emergency aids were in addition to benefits from group insurance, workmen's compensation, and so on.
Monsanto had 650 employees in
Texas City. Some 150 were killed,
200 injured. They and theirs were
what this big company thought of
first.

neys, a common experience in
explosion areas, are a detail the
average householder might not
discover for months. Yet the adjuster is expected to ferret them
out right away. For the adjuster's job, remember, is to allow a
fair payment—and no more—for
all the damage incurred whether
or not the insured appreciates
how much it amounts to. In this
effort the insurance man is eternally torn between the desire to
be a "good guy" with somebody
else's money—yours and mine,
i n c i d e n t a l l y ! — a n d the natural
urge to make a good showing in
the front office on economic settlements. Leaning too far in
either direction is fatal, hence the
wealth of detail which many of us
unthinkingly ascribe to red tape.
I N A N Y case, it all takes time
and labor. At least seven pieces
of correspondence accompany the
average claim; all figures quoted
by the adjuster, which may run
into six or seven pages, have to
be checked in the office, typed,
then rechecked. Despite which
the first payments were back in
Texas City in four days!
Meanwhile, more complicated
work was going on. Just 60 mercantile claims for stock damage
ranged from $1,000 to $200,000,
each one involving the temporary
repair of the wrecked premises
against exposure; prompt movement of the merchandise to safe
w a r e h o u s e s w h e r e it can be
sorted, inspected, and inventoried
preparatory to bulk sale.
This phase of the problem is
handled by the Underwriters'
Salvage Company, whose men
move into-a -disaster area with
the same military planning of the
adjusters' catastrophe men. Also
owned by the stock fire-insurance
companies, the salvage forces still
have a heroic job in Texas City.
Just one item is the grain elevator
c o n t a i n i n g 300,000 b u s h e l s of
wheat valued at about one million
dollars. This elevator was badly
damaged, its huge conveyor system was reduced to a mess of
steel macaroni, and its concrete
roofs shattered. So the salvage
men had to improvise machinery
to load freight cars from the bottom of the bins instead of from
the top, reducing the amount of
wheat until they can begin re-

moving the fallen roofs and sagging walls.
The truth is, it is utterly impossible to convey, by word, picture,
or statistics, the enormity of the
destruction to industrial property
in the Texas City dock area. ' In
a zone equivalent to about 20 city
blocks along the water front and
stretching six to 12 blocks back,
all the specialized facilities of a
busy port were reduced to the
mountain of rubble you would expect from a blast comparable to
250 five-ton block-busters going
off at once. That formed a costly
b o t t l e n e c k for t h e p r o d u c t s
shipped out by the owners of
some 250 million dollars' worth of
industrial property in the vicinity; it spelled unemployment, reduced purchasing power, and
other economic penalties on people who may have suffered no
direct damage at all in the original catastrophe.
With all the catastrophe men,
therefore, one thought was uppermost in mind: get the area cleared
by hook or crook; do whatever is
necessary, whether it is in the
book or not, to open up the way
for reconstruction so that normal
business may resume.
All these factors build up the
terrific pressure under which
these men work, and the people
who helped them most were the
many who said: "Look, I've got
a roof; why don't you take care
of somebody else first?"
Probably the most eloquent
tip-off on the public opinion of
the catastrophe plan and its operation, however, was this simple
incident. It seems that one of the
adjusters' hardships in Texas City
was the problem of getting something to eat, what with most of
the restaurants wrecked. Consequently, one shrewd cafe operator
doubled his prices in the hope of
making a clean-up.
The afternoon the new price list
was posted a delegation of citizens visited the restaurant man
and their leader made a brief
speech.
"These men came here and are
working day and night to help us
in our trouble. Either you put
your prices back to normal—or
you get out of town tonight!"
Prices went back—fast!
On my way home on a plane
my seat mate confided to me that

several insurance companies had
gone broke as a result of the
Texas City losses. This was pure
rumor—and pure poppycock. Insurance is so widely distributed
among the companies that they
could take a dozen Texas City
disasters at once without a flinch.
There was an adjustment of 21
million dollars on a single property in Texas City; even it broke
nobody. So never worry about
your chances of getting your
money—and quickly—if calamity
strikes even on a large scale.
This presupposes, of course,
that you are actually insured
against what happens to your
property. Without "extended
coverage," an additional clause attached to your fire policy which
protects you against windstorm,
explosion, smoke damage, riot,
hail, falling aircraft, lightning,
etc., more than 3,000 householders
in Texas City would have been
left holding the bag because there
wasn't a single fire in the residential area; all the damage was from
concussion. But, being highly
storm-conscious, 95 percent of the
people in that section carry extended coverage even though it
costs twice what it does in the
East and North. It paid off.
W H E R E they did get pinched,
however, was in their lack of automobile protection. More than
1,100 c a r s in t h e c i t y w e r e
wrecked or severely damaged—
500 in one parking lot—yet barely
100 automobile-insurance claims
have been filed!
Another pinch, which is nationwide, is the fact that reconstruction costs today have far outrun
many old insurance policies. The
upshot is that many a home which
had full coverage in, say, 1933 is
today only half insured. And
that proves to be a sad awakening
for many.
Human generosity makes temporary relief abundant in every
calamity. But the longer those
i n s u r a n c e s e t t l e m e n t s are delayed, the greater will be the
i n t a n g i b l e losses which breed
bankruptcy. The sooner the adjustments are made, the sooner
will the community be back on
its feet.
That, in a nutshell, is the reason for the General Adjustment
Bureau's catastrophe plan!

